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The diffusion of charged heavy particles in metals is discussed by the method of the density matrix, 
extending the Kagan-Klinger theory to include electron· particle interaction. This method can be applied 
to both cases of band·like and hopping-like diffusions. The diffusion of the particles at low temperatures 
is determined by electron-particle scattering and the overlap integral between two electron clouds situated 
at different sites. The overlap integral between two electron clouds is extended to the system with two 
partial wave components of T·matrix at each site. 

§ 1. Introduction 

When a charged heavy particle moves in metals, electron clouds screening it play an 
essential role.l) This effect has been observed in the diffusion process of positive muons, 
f.l+, in eu and Al metals; at low temperatures the diffusion constant of muons is a 
decreasing function of temperature T.2) Recently Kondo3

) and one of the authors4
) have 

independently explained the temperature dependence as T2K -1 (K -::;;, 1/2), in terms of 
overlap integral of electron clouds and electron-muon interaction. Here, K is the 
exponent of the overlap integral between the initial (i) and the final (f) ground states in 
the conduction electron system, when the charged particle changes the position. The 
overlap integral is given by 

(1'1) 

This is a generalized Anderson orthogonality theorem, where D is the band width of the 
conduction electrons and L1 c is a cutoff parameter often replaced here by temperature T 
(we use units of kB = 1 and h = 1). We note that the exponent K is generally expressed in 
terms of scattering matrices of a local potential at the Fermi surface, 5 (0), as5

) 

(1· 2) 

where f and i refer to the final and initial states, respectively. 
Recently we have given a closed form solution for the hopping rate6

) by extending the 
Nozieres-Dominicis theory.7l The hopping rate in the system screened by conduction 
electrons with only s-symmetry is written as 

,-
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Application of the Orthogonality Theorem 1031 

= J02 (.!!L)2K-1r(K)/r(l+K) 
j) JiD D 2' 

(1· 3) 

where r (x) and Jo are the gamma function and the tunneling matrix element reduced by 
the particle-lattice coupling, respectively. K=2Ko is given by the following expression: 

K, __ l_{t -1 /1=Xtan8 }2 
0-7[2 an J1+xtan2 8 ' 

(1·4) 

where () is the phase shift of s-wave at the Fermi energy; x = jo2(kF a) , jo being the 
spherical Bessel function with 1=0. If we expand Ko given by (1·4) up to the second
order terms with respect to potential p V = - tan8/ 7[, (1· 3) coincides with that given by 
Kondo.3

) Expression (1·4) for Ko coincides with our previous resultS) (hereafter referred 
to as I) obtained from the generalized expression (1· 2), as expected. In connection with 
the problem of the macroscopic quantum coherence, one can obtain the same expression,9) 
assuming a boson-like dissipative term. However, if we treat correctly the electron 
clouds screening the charged particle, K should be written by the phase shift at the Fermi 
surface and its value is limited to be less than one-half for a particle with a unit charge 
of ± e. 4

).S) In paper I, the condition for the localization of the charged particle was 
derived. The localization can be realized for the case K:2:1, such as two-d-hole bound 
state in transition metals.S) 

In the previous papers6).S) giving a closed form of K, we have treated spherical 
symmetrical potentials by taking into account only one partial wave s~attering. In this· 
paper we extend our result to include another partial wave, which is fir,stly assumed 
relatively small. The lowest order contribution to K from the added scattering wave is 
obtained in a closed form (§ 2). Meanwhile, in calculating the expan~ion series of K we 
notice a partial-wave dependent factor which connects two scattering matrices at separat
ed positions. Since a factor related to angular momentum dependence was overlooked in 
our previous resultS) for a single partial-wave scattering except the case 1=0, we correct 
it for the case 1=1=0, although the closed form expression giving Ko remains unchanged. 

To discuss the motion of a charged particle in metals in a more general way, we 
employ here the equation for the density matrix, which was applied by several authors10

).11) 

to the diffusion of heavy particles but without electron-particle interaction. Before 
applying the method of density matrix, we use a canonical transformation to eliminate the 
electron-particle coupling term with excitation energy larger than thermal energy T. 
The purpose of employing the equation for the density matrix by Kagan-Klinger is to 
make possible to treat the both cases corresponding to band-like and hopping-like 
diffusions. The band (hopping)-like diffusion is defined here as the case where the mean 
free path of the particle is larger (smaller) than the lattice spacing a. According to our 
result, the diffusion process changes continuously from band-like one to hopping-like one 
and is written in a unified expression (§ 3). It may be possible to observe the band-like 
diffusion in the systems with large tunneling matrix elements such as!-l+ in Al and d-holes 
in transition metals. If tunneling matrix elements are fixed to a small value, the band-like 
diffusion can be realized when K is much smaller than unity. This point will be discussed 
in the last section (§ 4). 
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1032 K. Yamada, A. Sakurai, S. Miyazima and H. S. Hwang 

§ 2. Overlap integral between two electron clouds 

The factor K given by (1· 2) can be expanded as 

K=-~Tri: ~I (-1)nC4B+A+B)n 
S7r n=2m=1 m( n - m) , (2,1) 

where A=Sf-1 and B=S/-l. Here, by our assumption S-matrix Si is spherical 
symmetric with respect to the center of site i and Sf with spherical symmetry around site 
I is the same operator as Si displaced by a. 

As an example, we consider the following term: 

TrAB= L:<llmIABl/lm> = L:(e2i81 -1)<llmIBl/lm> , 
l,m l,m 

(2· 2) 

where 111m> represents spherical wave function l!klm> centered at site I and 0 l is the 
phase shift of the spherical wave function with angular momentum I. Operator B = Si-1 
is centered at site i and <llmlBl/lm> can be rewritten as 

<llmIBl/lm> = L:<llmlk>e ik·a L: <klil'm'>(e-2i81'-1) 
Qk l',m' 

(2· 3) 

Here, the wave number k for the plane wave Ik> and spherical wave Iklm> is fixed to that 
on the Fermi surface by (1· 2). The factor Xlm,l'm' is rewritten by spherical functions as 

X1m,l'm'= (_1)II~oil+l'+lljll(ka) foTe d8ksin8k 1: d<Pk y 1
m(8k, <Pk) 

X y/,;m'(8k, <Pk) Yl~(8k, <Pk) =Xlm,l'm'Omm" (2·4) 

N ow we use the following relation between spherical functions and 3- j symbols which 
are related to the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients:12

) 

foTe d8sin8 1:d<pYl'(1(8, <p) Y/';'(8, <p) Yl':3(e, <p) 

= [(211+1) (212+1) (213+1)/47rP/2(lol 102 13)(11 12 13). (2,5) 
o ml m2 m3 

By using (2·4) and (2'5), we represent Xlm,l'm by the 3-j symbols. 

00 

Xlm,l'm = L: il+ll-l'(211 + l)jl,(kF a) 
1,=0 

l' 
(2'6) 

-m 
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Application of the Orthogonality Theorem 1033 

In the above expression, II should satisfy the conditions to give finite contributions: 

1+ 1'+ 11 = even (2'7) 

and 

(2' 8) 

Hereafter, we discuss the two cases with l' = 1 and l' *- 1. For the case with l' = 1, we put 

For example, 

!olm= jo(ka) , 

1 

-m 

(2'9) 

(2'10) 

(2·11) 

(2·12) 

(2 ·13) 

(2·14) 

wherejl(x) is a spherical Bessel function and k=kF. From (2'6), (2·9) and (2'10),X1m,lm 

is given by 

Here, we put 

They are given by 

xoo= joZ(ka) , 

XI±I = {jo(ka) + jz(ka) F , 

xlo={jo(ka)-2jz(ka)F. 

For the case with l' *- 1, we put 

where X1m,I'm' is given by (2'6). For example, 

XOO,IO = ../3jl (ka) 

and 

(2·15) 

(2 ·16) 

(2 ·17) 

(2·18) 

(2·19) 

(2·20) 

(2·21) 

(2·22) 
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1034 K. Yamada, A. Sakurai, S. Miyazima and H. S. Hwang 

Thus, we obtain the factor <flmIBlfl'm') as 

<flmIBlfl' m') = < lmlBIl' m)o mm' , 

< lmlBIl'm) = ~(e-2itl"-l)Xlm,l"mXl"m,l'm , 
I" 

X1"m,l'm = Xj'm,l"m . 

(2·23) 

(2·24) 

(2·25) 

In paper I, we discussed the case without coupled terms between the phase shifts8
) with 

different symmetry. In that case, K is given by 

(2·26) 

where Xlm is given by (2·16). In I, K was given by 2(2l+1)Ko(x, 0), which is correct for 
the case with l=O, but not for the case with nonzero l and should be replaced by (2·26). 

In this paper we include the coupled terms between two phase shifts 0 I and 01'( 0 I 
~Ol')' and obtain the expression for K up to the first order term with respect to 01' as 

where we have included the spin degeneracy. Ko(x,o) is given by (1'4).6),8) Here, we 
obtain L(x, 0) in a closed form with 0=01 and 0'=01'. Now, we put 

and 

A=<flIAlfl)=e2it -1, (2·28) 

B=<ilIBlil)=e-2it -1=A* (2·29) 

A' = <fl'I Alfl'> = e2
it' -1 , 

B'=<il'IBlil'>= e-2it' -l=A'* , 

(2·30) 

(2'31) 

where IAI, IBI~IA'I, IB'I, by the assumption of o~o'. From (2'1), we obtain the 
coefficient of yO' in the series expansion form of x by using a similar method to that used 
in 1. It is given up to the second order terms as 

0' { L(x,0)YO'=YJ[2 -20-x[0(1-tan20)-tano] 

+X2[ o( - ~+ ~ tan20- ~ tan4 0)+ ~ (1-tan20)tano ]+ ... }. (2'32) 

On the other hand, Ko(x, 0) can be expanded in the series of x as follows:8) 

Ko(x, 0) = ;2 {0 2- oxtano - ~2 tano [0(1-tan20) -tano] 

+~3 tano[ o( -1 + ~ tan20-tan40 )+(1-tan20)tano ]+ ... }. (2'33) 

Comparing (2'32) with (2'33), we can obtain the following relation: 

2 a 
L(x, 0) = tanG ax Ko(x, 0) . (2'34) 
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Application of the Orthogonality Theorem 1035 

0.0 

-0.1 

-0.2 

-0.3 

-lin 

Fig. L L(x, a) given by (2'35) is shown as a func
tion of a for typical values of x = jo2(k Fa). 

This relation can be derived also by the 
following consideration: If Ko(x, 0) is 
expanded with respect to 0, the lowest 
order term of the coefficient of x n is given 
byan(x02)n. If we expand L(x, o)YO' in 
a similar way and put y=x and 0'=0, 
(2-32) should give 2nan for the coefficient 
of (x0 2)n-term. This relation can be de
rived from (2-34). Moreover, it should be 
noted that terms in the square bracket 
giving the coefficient of xn-term begin with 
02n-I-term in the expansion form of (2-33). 

For example, x 2[0(1-tan 20 ) -tan 0] 
begins with X

20 3
• Combined with this result, the first order term of tano in front of the 

square bracket gives the 02nxn-term. If square brackets had lower order terms than 
02n-l, the coefficient of xn would begin with a lower order term than 02n. This result 
contradicts to (2 -1). Therefore, terms in square brackets should begin with 02n-I-term. 
Thus, we can see that the factqr'tano in front of square brackets of (2-33) is the special 
one that gives the first order term in the expansion of 0, while terms with tanG in brackets 
give rise to 02n-I-term (n~2). We can assume this factor in front of square brackets 
remains as the first order terms of 0' in (2-32) with the factor 2n from symmetry 
consideration. Thus, we obtain relation (2-34), which gives L(x, 0) as 

( ) 2 - [ /1 - x tanG J//( Lx,o =--2tan,1 / 20 l-x)(l+xtan20). 
J[ 1 + xtan 

(2-35) 

This is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of 0 for typical values of x. 

§ 3_ Diffusion of charged particles in metals 

In this section we study the diffusion of charged heavy particles in metals. Fujii and 
Uemurall

) discussed the diffusion of muons in iron metal by using the density matrix for 
muons. They took into account the effects of the lattice distortion around muons and 
muon-phonon scattering, following the small polaron theory developed by Kagan and 
Klinger. 10) However, at low temperatures, the interaction between charged heavy parti
cles and electrons plays an essential role2

)-4) and should be included in addition to the 
coupling with lattice distortion. 

First, we neglect the coupling with lattice for the present and consider the interaction 
with conduction electrons. In this case, our system can be described by the following 
Hamiltonian: 

H=Eo""'2,a n+an + ""'2, J nm a n+am +""'2,EkCkI1Ckl1 
n n,m k,a 

(n*m) 

+ ""'2, Vkk'ei(k-k')·RnckI1Ck'l1an+an. 
n,k,k',a 

(3-1) 
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1036 K. Yamada, A. Sakurai, S. Miyazima and H. S. Hwang 

Operator am is the annihilation operator for the heavy particle at site m, which tunnels to 
another site n with matrix element] nm; CkrJ is that for conduction electron with energy ck 

and momentum k. The last term represents the intra-site Coulomb interaction between 
the particle and electrons. Now, to study the effect of conduction electrons on the 
diffusion of heavy particles, we use boson-approximation for the conduction electron 
system and then perform a canonical transformation to eliminate the boson-particle 
coupling term. 13

) We define boson operators for electron-hole pair excitations/ 4
) as 

W;. = ck'> - Ck< , 

(3· 2) 

(3· 3) 

(3·4) 

where subscript k '> and k< mean that k'(k) is outside (inside) the Fermi surface. The 
index Jt stands for electron-hole pair with momentum k '> and k< with spin (J. Then, (3·1) 
can be rewritten as 

H = co~an + an+ ~ ] nman + am+ ~w;.b;. + b;. 
n n,m A 

where w;.X;.n is the particle-boson coupling constant. 
To eliminate the particle-boson coupling term for Iw;.l> T, we use the following 

canonical transformation: 13
) 

Q= U+qU , (3·6) 

I 

u=exp[;k- ~ X;.nan+an(b;.+-b-;.)]. (3·7) n,,, 
(lw,l> T) 

By this transformation, (3·5) is rewritten as 

H=~fnAn+ An+ ~J nmAn+ A m8n+8m 
n n,m 

where 

(3·8) 

(3· 9) 

(3·10) 

(3 ·11) 
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8n=exp[ - k ;: X,ln(B,l+-B-,l)] 
<lw,I>T) 

f n= co- 1 ;: (O,lIX,lnI 2
• 

<lw,I>T) 

1037 

(3 ·12) 

(3 ·13) 

The last term of (3·8) corresponds to the following electron-particle interaction in the 
original system: 

(3·14) 

We have assumed in the boson representation for conduction electrons that the 
electron-particle interaction can be divided into two parts depending on its excitation 
energy compared with thermal energy T. This division is natural and can be understood 
in the following way. Electron-hole pair excitations with lower energy than thermal 
energy T cannot follow the tunneling motion of particles and gives rise to a non-adiabatic 
potential to the particles through thermal fluctuations. On the other hand, excitations 
with higher energy than T follows the tunneling motion of particles through the electron
particle coupling. This effect increases the effective mass of the particles. But it 
remains to be a finite value, because the overlap integral of electron clouds does not vanish 
due to the finite cutoff parameter T. Thus, we can generally divide the effects of 
conduction electrons on the diffusion of charged particles into the reduction of tunneling 
matrix element and the non-adiabatic electron-particle interaction. 

Combining the particle-electron interaction discussed above and the coupling with 
lattice distortion treated by Kagan-Klinger,IO) we obtain the following Hamiltonian: 

H=Ho+H' , (3 ·15) 

Ho=~fnln)<nl+~ ~ In+g)j( T)<nl+ HE+HL, (3 ·16) 
n n g*O 

H'=~{ln)( 17 /+ 17 nl) + ~ In+g)(j - j( T)) }<nl. (3 ·17) 
n g*O 

A charged particle In) at site n with effective energy f n tunnels to nearest sites n+ g with 
effective matrix element j ( T), accompanying the lattice distortion and electron cloud. 
The Hamiltonians HE and HL, corresponding to the third term of (3·8), are those for 
conduction electron and lattice systems with their distortions around the particle, re
spectively. The first term 17 n e of (3 ·17) shows a non-adiabatic intra-site interaction 
between conduction electrons and the charged particle, which is given by (3·14). The 
second term 17 n l is that for ph'onons, which was derived by Kagan-Klinger. 10),11) The 
second term of (3 ·16) represents the coherent tunneling of the charged particle without 
any excitations, while the last term of (3 ·17) denotes incoherent tunneling accompanying 
simultaneous excitations in the electron and/ or phonon systems. By using the adiabatic 
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1038 K. Yamada, A. Sakurai, S. Miyazima and H. S. Hwang 

approximation for electron clouds with excitation energy higher than T· and lattice 
distortion, we obtain the effective tunneling matrix element j ( T) reduced by the coupling 
with l'attice distortions and electron clouds; it is given by 

(3 ·18) 

where exp[ - S ( T)] is the overlap integral between neighboring lattice distortions and 
tends to a finite value at low temperatures. The factor (T/ D)K represents the overlap 
integral between electron clouds situated at neighboring sites, and corresponds to thermal 
average of <8n+8m> of (3·8) in the boson approximation. Here we have put Ll c = T in 
(1·1) giving the overlap integral of electron clouds, since the Fermi surface broadening 
due to thermal fluctuation is the largest cutoff parameter in the usual case. If j (T) is 
larger than T at very low temperatures it can be the largest cutoff parameter, as discussed 
in the final section. 

Now, we derive the equation of motion for density operator P nm for a charged heavy 
particle in a site-representation. The standard equation for the density matrix is given by 

i ~ = [Ho + H', p] . (3 ·19) 

Here, we use an adiabatic approximation for electron clouds and lattice distortion. After 
taking the trace over conduction electron and phonon variables, we obtain the following 
result within the second-order in H': 

up 1m . -...., ( ) n 
~t +zJ L.J Pl+gm-Plm+g =-':J(~lmPlm, 

U g",O 
(3·20) 

UPll .-....,( )_ 
~t +zJ L.J Pl+gl-Pll+g --Ill. 

U g"'O 
(3·21) 

.Q lm is a damping factor for the site-offdiagonal element of the density matrix. It is 
determined by the average square fluctuation of the relative position of energy levels in 
neighboring well due to the intra-site electron-particle and phonon-particle interactions. 10

) 

(3·22) 

where V n' = V n e + V n 1 and v and fJ represent excitations in electron and phonon systems. 
The right -hand side of (3·21), I ll, gives the damping term of diagonal element of P and 

gives rise to the so-called incoherent diffusion at high temperatures near the Debye tempera
ture. It is given bylO),ll) 

=2r( T)~(Pll-Pl+gl+g) =1. (3·23) 
g 

This equation defines r( T), which is discussed in the Appendix. 
To solve (3·20) and (3·21), we define Pn(k) as the Fourier transform of Pll-n, 

(k) - 1...., -ik·l 
Pn - Nt e Pll-n. (3·24) 
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Application of the Orthogonality Theorem 1039 

In such a mixed representation, (3·20) for n=g can be written as 

(3·25) 

where we have put Q = Q g. If the density matrix in (3·25) is determined by waves with 
Ikl~a-l and the characteristic time of the density matrix evolution is large compared with 
Q-\ the following relation between pg(k) and Po(k) can be derived from (3·25), 

(3·26) 

From (3·21), we obtain the following equation in the mixed representation: 

(3·27) 

By inserting (3·26) into (3·27), we obtain the following equation for Po(k): 

(3·28) 

(3·29) 

where z is the number of nearest neighbor sites for tunneling motion of the particle. The 
result (3·28) can be applied not only to band-like diffusion but also to hopping-like 
diffusion,4) as stressed by Kagan et al. 10),ll) For the latter case, we can solve (3·20) and 
(3·21) also in the site-representation. We assume that we find a particle at site I at the 
time t=O. Then Pu can be determined by the equation, 

(3· 30) 

Equations (3·28) and (3·30) give the same diffusion rate except a numerical factor. Thus 
we obtain the diffusion rate as 

(3·31) 

Now, we confine ourselves to the low temperature region, compared with the Debye 
temperature. At low temperatures, non-adiabatic electron scattering on a particle gives 
main contributions to the damping factor Q, which is given by 

If it is assumed that iT me has a spherical symmetry around site m and only the s-wave part 
gives main contributions, Q is given by 

(3·33) 

In more general case, Q is given by 

(3·34) 
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1040 K. Yamada, A. Sakurai, S. Miyazima and H. S. Hwang 

where Xl
m and yJ:f, are given by (2·16) and (2·20), respectively, VI being the l-wave part 

of Vkk' in the partial wave expansion. If we include higher order terms of p VI ,6) we 
would obtain the general result, 

Q=2J[KT, (3·35) 

where K is given by (1·2). By combining (3·18), (3·31) and (3·35), we obtain the 
following diffusion rate at low temperatures: 

~ J02e-2S( T/ D)2K 
v 2J[KT (3·36) 

This result coincides with that obtained before 3),4),6) and explains the experimental 
results. 2

) Here it should be noted that we cannot determine a numerical pre-factor of 
(3·36), since the overlap integral (1·1) is given within the logarithmic accuracy5),7) though 
it includes all the logarithmic terms. An approach beyond the logarithmic accuracy for 
the overlap integral is developed by Ohtaka and Tanabe. 15) 

§ 4. Conclusion and discussion 

According to the Kagan-Klinger theory, diffusion rate v for the coherent diffusion is 
given by 

(4·1) 

This result holds also for the hopping-like diffusion as well as for the band-like diffusion. 
In the previous section we have confined ourselves to the case where temperature T is the 
largest cutoff parameter for the overlap integral of electron clouds screening the charges 
of heavy particles. However, we must consider other cutoff parameters to be compared 
with thermal energy T at very low temperatures. 

In the band-like diffusion, mean free path l is larger than site-distance a and charged 
particles change the sites in the time interval of j-I. In this case electron-hole pair 
excitations with energy smaller than j cannot follow the motion of charged particles. 
Therefore, j is a cutoff parameter of the overlap integral. For the temperatures lower 
than j, cutoff parameter Lie should be given by j instead of T. Thus, we obtain the 
following results for the band-like diffusion (t/ a= j/ Q = v/ j > 1), 

v= j02( T/D)2K/Q for T> j , (4·2) 

for T<j. (4·3) 

On the other hand, for the hopping-like diffusion with l s;: a charged particles change 
the trapping sites in the time interval of V-I. In this case electron-hole pair excitations 
within the energy region smaller than v cannot follow the charged particles. If T is 
smaller than v in this case, v should be put as the cutoff parameter of the overlap integral. 
Thus, we obtain the following hopping rate for the hopping-like diffusion: 

. (jo jo )1/(I-2K) 
v=D --D Q for 

(4·4) 

jo< T< v. (4· 5) 
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Application of the Orthogonality Theorem 1041 

The above discussion is general. Now we consider the case where damping factor Q 

is given by 2lCKT due to the electron scattering. In this case Q itself depends on 
temperature. Since 2K is always smaller than unity for a heavy particle having a unit 
charge,5),S) we have the inequality: 

Q::;;:lCT. (2K ::;;:1) (4 ·6) 

At very low temperatures, if v> i > lCT:2 Q, band-like diffusion is realized. The 
diffusion rate is given by 

v=i02(io/D)2KI(I-K)/2lCKT for lCT::;;:i. (4·7) 

When we increase the temperature, lCT becomes larger than i. For this case, v is given 
by 

for 

lCT> i>Q. (4·9) 

This situation is realized for the case with K ~1 and may be possible in systems such as 
f.1-+ in Al metal.4

) If we increase further the temperature, Q proportional to T becomes 
larger than i proportional to T2K. 

If 

lCT>Q> i>v, 

V=i02(lCT/D)2K/2lCKT. 

(4·10) 

(4 ·11) 

Here, both the cases of (4·8) for band-like diffusion and (4·11) for hopping-like one give 
the same temperature dependence proportional to T 2K- I

• Thus, band-like diffusion 
changes continuously to hopping-like one at l! Q = v/ i = 1 with increasing temperature, in 
contrast to the statement by Kondo.3

) 

In Ref. 4), Yamada obtained Q =4lCP2 V02 T by calculating the scattering probability 
of muons on electrons. In that case the mass of muons was assumed to be infinity and the 
dispersion of muon band was neglected. Therefore, value fo-

I =4lCp 2 V0
2 T can be regard

ed as the decay rate of Bloch state in the case of band motion as well as level width of the 
trapping state in the case of the hopping motion. IS) In this paper, we found Q=2lCKT by 
applying Kagan-Klinger method to the tight-binding model of the charge density located 
in the region k- I =L'2>I=ia/Q. In the hopping case, 2lCKT is rigorous.3

),S) In the 
band-like motion, there are other cases not given by (4·8). If I, mean free path of Bloch 
states is larger than L, or if muons make a continuous motion, mean free time fo 

= (4lCp2 V02 T) -1 determines the diffusion of the particle. Thus, the difference in Q comes 
from the type of diffusion process. Moreover, the constant factor of the diffusion 
coefficient is also related to the non-singular terms of the overlap integral, which cannot 
be determined within the present theory. 

The interesting case with small K is realized in systems where many partial waves 
contribute to screening the charged particles.5),S) In this paper we have extended the 
expression for K to more general one with other partial waves added to the s-wave, 
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though it is given only up to the first order terms with respect to the smaller phase shifts 
in coupled terms, which give a negative contributions for K (see (2·35)). 

For f-.t+ in Al metal, p-waves as well as s-wave seem to screen the charged particles 
to give a small K value. In the case of d-hole in transition metals, j is not so small 
compared with conduction band width D and (j/D)K is not very small. In this case the 
band-like motion can be easily realized with a certain mass correction due to screening. 
As shown in this paper, hopping-like diffusion continuously changes to band-like one. We 
expect that band-like diffusion will be found in many systems. 

Appendix 

Here we discuss the physical meaning of incoherent diffusion (3·23) by using the 
boson representation for both of electron and lattice systems. By this approximation 
H'Il+g"P is giv~n by 

H' ll+g= j - j (T) 

(A·I) 

S n is given by12) 

(A·2) 

where Ypn is the coupling constant between the particle and lattice distortion .. The 
thermal average <81+8 l+g> and <s 1+ S l+g> are given by 

<S 1+ S l+g>= e-S(T) • 

Equation (A ·1) can be rewritten as 

(A·3) 

(A·4) 

(A ·1) = Jo{8 1+ 8 l+g-<8 t 8 l+g>}< S 1+ S l+g> + Jo<8 1+ 8 l+g>{ S 1+ S l+g-< S t S l+g>} 

(A·5) 

The first term of (A· 5) represents the tunneling motion of the particle accompanying 
excitations in the electron system, the second term is that in phonon system and the last 
term is that accompanying excitations in both of electron and phonon systems. The first 
term gives the following contributions to the hopping rate: 

(A·6) 

This incoherent term accompanying electron-hole pair excitations vanishes at K = o. 
The second and third terms give the contributions to the hopping rate: 

rT-1 (1 )2K g+ r3= J02 JD-l dt Dt {exp[ ljf (t) ]-1} , (A·7) 
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Application of the Orthogonality Theorem 1043 

where energy conservation is satisfied in the sum of electron-hole and phonon excitations_ 
1Jf (t) is given bylO) 

1Jf (t) =2: 21 W,,12(1-cosk· a)cosw"t 
" sinh(w,,/2T) , 

(A·8) 

where W" is the dimensionless component of the distortion field near the particle for the 
!L-th normal mode. 
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